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Abstract
This Air Levitation Level Control system was developed so that it can be used for the
demonstration of a control process and develop a better understanding of a fast response system
behaviour. This system was inspired by a smaller system that already exists in Murdoch University
and used as student projects throughout the years. This system planned to be built in the Pilot Plant
so that other student can benefit from it.
The smaller system is a ping-pong ball apparatus and it has been used multiple times as
student project for various subjects. It is used either for the implementation of a controller or a
demonstration of a control system. The NI MyDAQ usually was used as the controller for this system.
The programming interface is LabVIEW and it is suitable for data acquisition and analysis. One of the
objectives is to make the system operational again by using different types of controller. In this
project, the controller used is the MC68HC912 microcontroller and using SwiftX environment. The
advantage of this environment is that it supports interactive testing and development that reduces
the time needed to test the code developed into the hardware.
Technical documentation that is included shows the working code of the system, the circuit
diagram and the how to instructions in the Appendix. This technical documentation is a guide for
another student and staff that want to operate the system.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This project is an early stage tool for designing and building a system for the demonstration of
the level control. This project serves a purpose as a learning tool for the future student that provides a
better understanding on the control system. This project is concerned about the level control of the
floating ball. The parameter chosen to be controlled is the level. The project itself uses the air
levitation technique to maintain the level of a ball in a tube. The air is produced by the fan that is
placed at the bottom of the tube. The rotation of the fan will be computer controlled.

1.1 Project Objectives
The aims of this project are as below:
1. To build a visually appealing and fast response system that can be used for
demonstration of the control process and teaching purposes. The system is based on
the ping-pong ball model apparatus. The real system will have bigger and faster
components. The model used air as the medium to control the level of the ball thus
making it a fast response system. The system will be utilized as a teaching tool to
demonstrate level control.
2. To make the existing small systems operational. The model apparatus is no longer
functional because some parts have been disassembled and modified. The connection
and the programming need to be recreated to make the model system functional
again.
3. To explore different types of controllers that could potentially be used to perform
process control. There are many types of controllers that can be used to perform the
level control. Among them, there will be one controller that can be used to perform
the level control on this project.
4. To prepare technical documentation for the project as a guide for another user. The
system will have technical documentation that includes the manual on how to operate
the system, the circuit diagram and the programming of the project.
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Chapter 2: Project Background/Literature
2.1 Literature Review
2.1.1 Background Overview
Ping-pong apparatus is a project that already been worked on by previous students. However, over the
years the apparatus has been modified and disassembling. My objectives here are to explore the
functionality of each of the component of the apparatus and assemble it back to one functional
system. The ping-pong apparatus has a big box that contains the circuit board, motor, solenoid valve
and ultrasonic sensor. On top of the box, it has the tube that holds the ping-pong ball firmly and to
allow the stream of air to flow through the tube. The main objective of this project is to demonstrate
the level control system. Figure 1 below shows the diagram of the ping-pong ball.

Contaiment Tube

Control Computer

Ultrasonic Range
Sensor

Air Pump

Figure 1 : Illustration of Ping Pong Apparatus
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2.1.2 Background Principle
The principle behind this project is Bernoulli’s principle that states when there is an increase of
airspeed, there will be the decrease in the pressure of air. A high-speed stream of air applied to the
tube containing a ball. When the air reaches the ball, it will be directed to the side of the ball thus
increasing the speed of the ball and simultaneously reduce the pressure around the ball. The ball will
stay at the centre of the stream where the pressure is the lowest as the much higher pressure around
it pushes the ball into the low-pressure area [2].

Air speeds up around the
ping-pong ball and decreases
the air pressure.

Figure 2 : Bernoulli's Principle [2]

There is another use of Bernoulli’s principle out there. One of the examples is the lift of flight. The wing
of an aeroplane is called an airfoil. The characteristics of an airfoil are it has a leading edge and trailing
edge and is different in length between the upper surface and the lower surface. The air passing by the
leading edge and is split into the upper surface and the lower surface. The air speeds up on the upper
surface due to its curved design and thus decreases the air pressure on top of the wing. The air that
flows across the lower surface moves in the straighter line thus maintaining the speed and pressure of
the air. Higher pressure on the lower surface of the wing tends to push the wing upward. This
phenomenon created lift on the wing of the aeroplane and enable the aeroplane to fly into the sky.
The force of lift must be higher than the force of the gravity before the aeroplane can fly [3].
Coanda Effect
There is another principle that becomes the foundation of this project. It is called the Coanda Effect.
This principle states that when a fast flowing fluid is passed across a curved surface, the fluid bends
along the surface with a large amount of the air entrained with it. The high-speed stream of fluid is
applied to a curved surface of a spoon. Noted that the flow bends along the curved surfaces of the
spoon and the spoon moves a bit into the stream of fluid as a result of Coanda Effect. As the Figure 2
above, the Coanda Effect can be seen along the red line that appears at the side of the ball. The air split
when reaches the ball and flows along the curved side of the ball and meet back at the end side of the
3
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ball [4]. In some cases, the ball wobbles to the left and right side repeatedly because there will
pressure difference at each side of the ball. The ball will move towards the low-pressure area and keep
sucked back to the middle due to the balanced force acting on the ball. The ball also wobbles up and
down due to the balanced force of the downward gravity force and the upward air force.
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2.1.3 Hardware and Software

PART 1 (Small System)
This part discusses the main components that were used during the making of the ping-pong
apparatus. The sections below shows the main circuit board of this apparatus. It consists of power
board, distribution board, and other components.

Controller
The Figure 3below shows the controller used in this project. The controller used for this ping-pong
apparatus is the NMIS/L-0012 board that consists of a microcontroller, EEPROM, RAM, parallel ports,
RS232 connector and reset ports . The microcontroller is used as the heart of this project and to
control the input and output signal of the hardware. The microcontroller is the MC68HC912 that is a
16-bit microcontroller unit. The programming code used for this project is the Forth that used Swift X
environment. The programming code is easy to download and modify directly while the project is
running. There is no hassle as project stops first before downloading the programming code. This
board is connected directly to the serial port in the computer using the RS232 connector. The full
specifications of this board are available in Appendix I.
MC86HC912 Microcontroller

Figure 3 : The NMIS/L-0012 board

The M68HC12 microcontroller as shown on Figure 3 above features a 16 bit CPU, multiplexed bus, 32kB FLASH EEPROM, 768-byte EEPROM, 1 kB of RAM, 8 channel of 10-bit analog to digital converter, 8
channel standard timer module, 16-bit pulse accumulator, pulse width modulator (PWM) and up to 63
general-purpose input/output lines. The block diagram of this MC68HC912 microcontroller can be
found in Appendix E.
5
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Motor (Manipulated Variable)
The motor is used to create a stream of air inside the main box thus building up air pressure and
allowing it to lift the ping-pong ball. The box will be closed securely. The motor will drive a fan and
create a stream of air inside the box. The only opening available for the motor is through the tube.
When the fan is blowing strong enough it will make the ball float. The motor is powered up by 12 VDC
and driven by MOSFET as shown on the Figure 4.

MOSFET

DC MOTOR

Figure 4 : Motor and MOSFET circuit

MOSFET board
The function of the MOSFET board is to control the solenoid and the motor. When the signal is
received from the microcontroller, the circuit can control the current to either the motor or solenoid
valve.
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Sensor
This ultrasonic sensor is used to measure the height of the ping-pong ball in its tube before sending this
measurement to the microcontroller to process the signal. This sensor using the ultrasonic wave to
calculate the distance from the object to the sensor. It will provide a pulse and wait for the signal to
bounce back from the object to measure the distance between the sensor and the object.

The time that it takes before the signal bounces back is used to calculate the distance between those
two [1]. This sensor has four wires and the wire descriptions are as below. This ultrasonic sensor
includes power regulator that can regulate voltages down to 5V. Therefore, it needs voltages more
than 7 V to exceed the dropout voltage.
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

(𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)
2
Or

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑚 ≈

(𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝜇𝑠∗𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)
2

/29 [6]

The equations above show the formula to measure the distance of the object to the sensor. The speed
of sound is 340

𝑚
𝑠

or equal to 29.412

µs
[6].
cm

There will be a few variables that need to be calculated

first to solve the equation.
Table 1: Wiring descriptions

Wire colour

Functions

Blue

Echo signal

Yellow

Trigger signal

Red

9V

Green

Ground
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Solenoid Valve
In this project, a solenoid valve is used to open a flap from the box to create a disturbance for the air
flow. The flap will open when the solenoid is activated causing the pressure to drop because of the air
escapes from the box. The scale of this disturbance can be varied by sliding the cover in front of the
flap.

Power board
The power board has provides multiple voltages to supply the different type of component inside of
the circuit. There are 12 VDC for input and three options for the output of the power board. The 5VDC
output is for logic hardware such as the LED and switch, 8.5 VDC is for the solenoid valve to activate
the flap and 12 VDC is for powering up the motor.

Software
For the microcontroller to receive the data and output a signal, it need commands from the SwiftX
software to execute each of the specified tasks. This project used FORTH, which is a high-level
programming language. Forth uses a Swift X as its development environment. In late 1960, Charles
Moore founded the Forth language while developing a computer graphics program for IBM [7].
The Swift X enables the programmers to speed testing the hardware and software, runs fast and
improves programmer productivity. While programming with the Swift X using Forth language, there is
an option to load the pre-defined file that contains the codes and instructions for the project. The
development of the code can be done in the Swift X environment or by coding in a pre-defined file first
before loading in the Swift X background. Its ability to read and write registers directly and interactively
makes the programming experience become much faster [7]. The microcontroller is connected to the
PC by a RS232 connector cable.
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PART 2 (Large System)
This part discusses the main components that were used during the making of the air levitation
project.

Controller
NI My RIO (National Instrument My Reconfigurable Input Output) is the controller for this project and it
is a portable device with reconfigurable I/O. This device provides six analog output (AO), 10 analog
input (AI), 40 digital input and digital output (DIO), audio and power output. The communication
between My RIO and computer can be done using USB or wireless 802.11b, g, n. To power up this
device, it needs 5 VDC power input from the USB. This device can be programmed using LabVIEW or C.
This device is suitable for high-speed data acquisition and filtering at up to 40 MHz clock rate because it
has an FPGA. FPGA is an acronym for Field-programmable gate arrays that are reprogrammable silicon
chips. The difference between FPGA and normal processors found on most computers is that the
application logic is executed directly on the hardware rather than software such as OS and driver like
normal processors do [8].

Fans (Manipulated Variable)
Axial Fan
There are many fans that can create a large quantity of airflow and pressure. In this project, it is
necessary to use a suitable type of fans that can meet the requirements of the ball to float in the tube.
There is an axial fan that can create a stream of air with high flow rate. Due to high speed, according to
the Bernoulli law, the pressure of the air will be lower. The design of the axial fans is rather simple. It
has blades that rotate around an axis and pull the air from the back and exert it along the axis line. This
fan require lower power input compared to centrifugal fan to operate [9]. The Figure 5 shows the
example of axial fans.

Figure 5: Axial Fans [9]
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Centrifugal Fan
There are another type of fan that can be used for this project and it is called centrifugal fan. These
fans operate differently from the axial fans. It has a rotating impeller that placed inside of the fans
cover. The fans have inlet and outlet ducts as shown in the Figure 6. This type of fan moves the air
radially by changing the inflow direction by 90 degrees to the outflow direction. The airflow is
contained in the housing and helps to increase the pressure of the air. Even though it has low air flow
rate, the high pressure of the air inside the housing can create a much steadier airflow than the axial
fan [9]. Thus, this fan requires a much larger power input than the axial fans.

Figure 6: Centrifugal Fans [10]

Variable Speed Drive
The large system of this project requires motor that can vary its speed. Therefore, 3 phase induction
motor was chosen and VSD is needed to control the speed of the motor. The basic principle of VSD is to
convert the electrical input that has the fixed frequency and voltage into variable frequency and
voltage that can be used to change the motor speed and torque. The design of the VSD usually
contains these four elements:


Rectifier – Change the input AC into DC.



Intermediate Circuit – Condition the converted DC supply.



Inverter – converts the conditioned and converted DC supply to AC supply with different
frequency and voltage.



Control Unit – control and monitor the whole operations of the rectifier, intermediate circuit
and inverter to output the correct value [11].
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Sensor
The distance sensor needed for this project requires a long-distance measurement up to 10 meters.
There are few choices of the sensor that can be used for this project. There is also another requirement
such as budget and the capability of the sensor before picking the suitable sensor for this project.

Ultrasonic sensor
The sensor used is the URM06 Pulse Ultrasonic from the DF Robot as shown in Figure 7. The
characteristics of this sensor it has long detection range and suitable for this project application. It is
between 0.02 meter and up to 10 meters. This sensor used up to 12 V to operate [12]. The
specifications of the sensor can be found in Appendix D. The operating principle of this sensor is that it
emits ultrasonic pulses and measures the time of the pulses to come back from the object to the
transducer to calculate the distance between the sensor and the object. Figure 8 shows the back of the
ultrasonic sensor and its designated wiring pins. The description of each pins were shown on Table 2.

Figure 7: URM06 Ultrasonic Sensor

Figure 8: Wiring Pin at the back of the Ultrasonic Sensor
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Table 2: Wiring Description

Pin

Description

VCC

Need supply around 6V to 12 V to power up the
sensor

GND

Ground of the power supply

TRIG

Measurement trigger pin - When this pin is in
low state, it will repeat the measurement every
100 ms

ECHO

Pulse output port - The pin will generate a highlevel pulse that equal 1 µs for 1 mm in distance.

Laser Sensor
The laser sensor measures the distances by using time of flight method. A beam of light is projected to
the target within the range and reflected back to the photosensor as shown in the Figure 9 below. The
light source emit a pulse of light that activates the timer circuit simultaneously. The reflected light
pulse deactivates the timer in the timer circuit.

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

1
𝑐∆𝑡
2𝑛

𝑐 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚
𝑛 = 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑖𝑟

∆𝑡 =

𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑜 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟
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Light Source

Reference Light

Photosensor

Object

Reflected Light

Timer Circuit
Figure 9: Laser Sensor Principle [13]

Software
LabView (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is a programming language that is
associated with the usage of the NI MyRIO. It is a visual programming language that can be used for
data acquisition, analysis and signal processing and instrument control. LabVIEW decreases the
difficulty when programming so that the user can spend more time on the engineering problem itself.
The interface of LabVIEW is very user-friendly as the user can click to drag and drop the items on the
front panel that can visualize results much faster [14].
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2.1.4 Control Method

Feedback Control
A feedback control is a method that used to control a system or process. It takes the input of the
process and compares it with a set point and acts based on the comparison to achieve the desired
output [15]. The Figure 10 below shows the basic structure of the feedback control loop.
Disturbance

Set Point,SP

Error
signal, e

Controller

Controller
Output

Final Control
Element (FCE)

Manipulated
Variable, MV

Process

Process
Variable, PV

Measured
PV
Sensor
Measurement

Figure 10: The basic structure of feedback control loop [15]

There are few components that make the feedback control loop:


A set-point input



Controller



Final Control Element



Process Variable



Manipulated Variable



Sensor



Disturbances [15]

The set-point desired will be compared to the measured process variable signal to produce a controller
error. The controller error is fed to the controller and its function is to output an appropriate value to
the final control element to compensate the controller error. The FCE will then behave according to the
output feed from the controller to affect the process and achieve the desired output. The process
value is measured using sensor and feedback to compare it back to the set point as a repeat the
sequence explained above until the output reached the desired set-point.
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Chapter 3: Small System (Ping-Pong Apparatus)
3.1 Testing
3.1.1 Microcontroller
The previous student has disassembled this project thus there are no connections between the
apparatus with any microcontroller. The previous year student also used LabVIEW as the data
processing and the programming medium for this project. They used a USB DAQ device for interaction
and control for the manipulated variable.
The microcontroller controls all of the processes that are involved when implementing the PID control
to this project. The microcontroller also acts as a controller that receives the value from the sensor and
calculates the desired value before sending the signal to the output.
The Motorola 68HC12 microcontroller used for this project and its task is to act as a controller for this
project. This microcontroller was used because it support fast testing which means the code can be
directly tested without downloading it first into the microcontroller. This microcontroller is
implemented on the NMIS/L-0012 board that contains octal buffers for Port P and Port T. The octal
buffer used to improve performance and density of clock timer and 3 state memory addresses [17].
Half of the port P and port T is assigned to be used as an input while the other half is assigned as an
output. The Port P output can be used as a PWM channel to provide appropriate PWM signal to the
motor.

3.1.2 Sensor
The ultrasonic sensor in the previous project used an Arduino board as the interface before the signal
was received by the USB DAQ device. This is because the ultrasonic sensor need high-resolution timing
and it is not possible with the USB DAQ device.
The ultrasonic has been tested with the 68HC12 microcontroller and uses its PWM signal to send a
series of the pulses to the Trigger pin on the sensor. The trigger sends out the pulse and waits for the
sound to bounce back from the detected object. When the bounced back pulse reaches the sensor, the
Echo pin will become HIGH. The difference between the Echo HIGH value and Trigger HIGH will
determine the distance between the sensor and the object. The differences in the value of the Trigger
and Echo then calculated to get the distance in the meter.
This 68HC12 microcontroller can provide high resolution timing and up to μ seconds. This
microcontroller has an eight channel of timer with six prescaler factors that can affect time resolution
factor of the output compare. The various prescaler factor offers different time resolution and can be
used for various applications. Small prescaler factors give smaller time resolution and higher frequency
rather than a big prescaler factor. When the applications needed data to be updated faster, the smaller
prescaler factor can be used.
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3.1.3 Solenoid
A Solenoid used in this project to enable a disturbance to be introduced into the control system. The
solenoid can also be driven by a MOSFET. The MOSFET is responsible for dividing the power between
the motor and the solenoid valve. When a high voltage is injected to the solenoid, it will activate and
retract a piece of metal to enable pressurized air to escape from the case box and create a disturbance
for the system.

3.1.4 Motor
This 12 VDC motor speed is controlled by a MOSFET. The PWM signal used to provide average voltage
that can vary between 0-5 V. The currents from PWM then trigger the MOSFET to drive the motor.
Higher value of currents increases the speed of the motor.

3.2 Circuit Diagram
5 VDC
IN

LED and Switch
OUT

GND

8.5 VDC
IN

Solenoid
OUT

12 VDC
GND

Drain
Gate

M

Source

Drain
Gate
Source

10 kΩ
5V
microcontroller

10 kΩ
5V
microcontroller

Figure 11 : Circuit diagram of the ping-pong apparatus

The circuit board of this ping-pong apparatus was already assembled by the previous student inside a
box. Figure 11 above shows the circuit diagram of the ping-pong apparatus. The 12 VDC is from the
power supply box. The 12 VDC was then separated into three different circuit. The first one is
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converted into 5 V using a voltage regulator. This 5 V is used to power up physical input and output
such as the switch, variable resistor and LED light. The second line of circuit is converted into 8.5 V
using a voltage regulator. This 8.5 V supply is used to power up the solenoid valve that open up and
close the flap that act as disturbance for the system. The last line is the 12 VDC that was used to power
the motor and its motor speed was controlled by the MOSFET at the end of the circuit. The MOSFET
received the PWM signal from the microcontroller and sends the appropriate current to the motor.
There is another MOSFET that controls the solenoid valve. The working principle is the same as the
MOSFET for the motor.

3.3 Programming
3.3.1 PWM
PWM is pulse width modulation that used to encode analogue signals digitally. It works by sending the
pulses with “ON and OFF” signal at a constant frequency. The ON time of the pulses affect the duty
cycle of the frequency. The duty cycle is the fraction of time when the pulses is on HIGH level
compared to the one full period of time in percentage. The duty cycle value is equivalent as the
average of the voltage output that converted from the voltage input.

Figure 12: The PWM waveform [18]

Figure 12 shows the duty cycle in different values, the 50%, 75% and 25%. For example, if the supply is
5 V then for 50% duty cycle the output value will become 2.5 V. 100% will be the same as constant
HIGH 5V signal and 0% will be equivalent as grounding the signal.
This 68CH12 is already equipped with built-in PWM features that can be accessed at Port P. In
Appendix F, it has been described that the Port P channel 0 until 3 has been assigned as the PWM
channel. The PWM channel needs to be set as an output before the PWM settings can be configured.
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PWM can also configure using Port T. In this project, Port T has been used to create the PWM signal to
be sent to the ultrasonic sensor. Port T is a timer register which is a timer module for the MC68HC912
microcontroller. The Port T has Output Compare and Input Capture features. The details of the Input
Capture and Output Compare are available in Appendix H. The Output Compare is used on Port T on
channel 7. Channel 7 is a special channel at Port T because it can be used with another channel to be
compared. The details of the code are available in Appendix G.

Effect of The Prescaler on A PWM waveform
The diagram below shows the effect of prescaler that can be implemented on the microcontroller by
using Port T. The PWM code also developed on Port T as explained above. The different length of
period and pulse width can be seen from Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 13 : PWM waveform with prescale of 32

Figure 14 : PWM waveform with prescaler of 16
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Figure 15 : PWM waveform with prescaler of 8

A higher number of the prescaler gives longer time for width and period. In this case, the duty cycle still
is the same for each of the figures as the prescaler increases the time/period of the whole cycle and
not only the ON time. Even though there is a different period on each of the figures, the difference
between the Trigger input and Echo Output is the same for each of the prescaler values. This value is
the distance between the sensor and the object to be detected. In this experiment, the wall of height
around two meters has been used as the subject/object to be detected and also the constant variable.
Then the prescaler value has been changed and the result of each prescaler value has been captured
and as shown above. The prescaler value actually does not interfere with the distance that needs to
captured unless it becomes too small before the Echo input becomes high.
3.3.1.1 PWM Code

Figure 16: Script code to implement the PWM
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The PWM code for the motor and the ultrasonic sensor are as shown on Figure 16 above. The first line
($2a tmsk2 c!) is to set the value of the prescaler to the desired value. The TMSK2 register is the byte
where the values of the prescaler were stored as shown on Figure 17. The Table 3 shows the value of
the prescaler factor and the corresponding value in binary. The prescaler factor chosen is four and the
values in binary are 010.
Table 3: MC68HC912 microcontroller prescaler factor

PR2

PR1

PR0

Prescale Factor

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

4

0

1

1

8

1

0

0

16

1

0

1

32

1

1

0

Reserved

1

1

1

Reserved

Figure 17 : TMSK2 bit functions [19]

The TCRE bit functions to reset the timer when successful compare occurs with the Output Compare 7
register. The Output Compare features has been introduced on the PWM sections. This bit functions
needed to ensure the timer can compare with the channel 0 value and produce pin 0 as LOW. While
the value of the timer on Output Compare 7 is greater than the value on the timer on channel 0, the
pin 0 will HIGH. This effect will continuously in the cycle and produce PWM output signal on the pin 0.
The second line and the third line of Figure 16 ( $80 tctl1 c! and $82 tctl2 c!) is to clear the output line
of the output compare to 0. In this case, the channel that needs to be cleared is the channel that is
used for the motor and the ultrasonic sensor. Channel 0 is used for the ultrasonic sensor and Channel 3
is used for the motor. So both of this line needs to be cleared before starting to output the PWM
signal.
The fourth line of Figure 16 ($89 is c!) is to set the appropriate channel of the timer to be an Output
Compare or an Input Capture. The channels that need to be used to be the output compare are
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channel 0, channel 3 and channel 7. So the bit of this channel in TIOS need to be set to 1. There is
another channel used to capture the signal from the sensor and the channel used for this purpose is
channel 4. The bit for channel 4 in TIOS need to be set as 0 for input capture as shown in Figure 18.
There is no code needed to achieve this because the default value bit in TIOS is zero.

Figure 18 : TIOS bit functions [19]

The fifth line ($9 oc7m c!) is used to initialize the output compare channel 7 to affect the output
compare channel 0 and 5. The oc7m meaning is output compare 7 mask register. The sixth line of the
code is related to the fifth line. The line ($9 oc7d c!) enables the output to compare channel 7 to set
the output to compare at channel 5 to a high state.
The next code line ($1 tctl3 c!) is to set the input capture configuration to capture the rising edges. This
code used on port T channel 4 to capture the echo signal from the ultrasonic sensor. Only TCTL3 is used
because only port T channel 4 used as the input capture as shown on the Figure 19 below. There is
another configuration that can be set on the TCTL functions as shown on the Table 4 below.

Figure 19 : Timer control register bit functions [19]
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Table 4: Configuration that available for the time control register

3.3.2 PID
This system uses a PID controller to control the level of the ping-pong ball by manipulating the current
of the motor thus varying its speed. The PID controller is proportional-integral-derivate method
control. It is a closed loop control system.
There are few elements in the closed-loop system. The set-point (SP), process variable (PV),
disturbances, sensor and final control element. The set-point is the level of the ping-pong ball that we
desired it to be. The process variable is the actual level of the ping-pong ball within the tube. The
disturbance is the sudden decrease of the pressure inside the apparatus. The sensor is the ultrasonic
sensor that measures the distance between the sensor and the ping-pong ball.
Disturbance

Error
signal, e

Controller,
(MC68HC912
microcontroller)

Controller
Output

Final Control
Element (FCE), (DC
Motor)

Manipulated
Variable, MV

Process (PingPong Apparatus)

Level of the
Ping-Pong
Ball

Measured
Level of the
Ping-Pong
Ball
Sensor
Measurement,
(Ultrasonic Sensor)

Figure 20: The basic structure of feedback control loop [15]

Figure 20 above shows how a basic closed-loop system work. The set-point must be fed into the
system. In this project, the set-point can be entered directly into the SwiftX environment. When the
set-point has been fed into the system, the PID controller will make the calculations based on the
measurement that is available to find the value that needs to send to the final control element. The
final control element in this project is the 6V motor fan. The motor receives the signals and affects the
process based on the signals received. The sensor then detects the affected the process, the level of
the ping pong ball that has been changed by the fan of the motor and send the distance signal back to
the controller.
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The PID controller formula is based on the discrete time control instead of the analog control. This is
the digital approximation of an analogue PID controller. The digital form of the controller does not
always outperform the continuous controller. It has its one overpowering advantage over the
continuous controller: this digital controller has the versatility and the computational power that can
allows it to implement control strategies that are impossible with a continuous controller.

Equation 1 : PID controller in continuous form [20]
Table 5 : PID equation symbol description

Symbol

Description
𝑝(𝑡)

Process in time domain

𝜀(𝑡)

Error in time domain.

𝐾𝑐

Proportional PID parameter.

𝑇𝑖

Integral PID parameter.

𝑇𝐷

Derivative PID parameter.

𝑈(𝑘)

Controller output

There are few ways to approximate the analog controller into the digital form. The most common
method is to approximate the integral part with the rectangular rule for numerical integration and the
derivative part with a finite difference [20]. The Table 5 shows the description of symbol that appear in
Equation 1 and Equation 5.

Equation 2 : The approximation of integral part [20]
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Equation 3 : The approximation of derivative part [20]

From the equation 1, the continuous controller is discretized into the discreet form and substitute the
integral and derivative part (equation 2 and equation 3) into the discretized equation. The resulting
equation will look as below and is known as the position form.

Equation 4 : The position form of digital controller [20]

The equation may then be shifted by one discrete-time index to obtain a u(k-1) equation as shown in
equation below. The integral and derivate part is then substitute into the equation 5 and resulting as
equation 6 below

Equation 5 : The u(k-1) equation [20]

Equation 6 : The Δuk equation [20]

Equation 7 : The relationship between uk and u(k-1) [20]
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Equation 8 : Rearranged version of the Δuk, or known as the velocity form [20]

3.3.2.1 Difficulties in implementing PID code
There a few significant problem when implementing the digital PID representation into the SwiftX
Environment.


There is no floating point arithmetic
o

There is no floating point number representation when doing the mathematical
operations in this SwiftX environment. The PID controller calculation requires floating
point numbers to produce an accurate result. The Forth language has fractional
arithmetic that can be used to solve this problem. This method uses another sub-code
that can be included when debugging the controller.



Forth handles number negative and positive numbers differently than microcontroller.
o

In Forth, the stack plays an important role in manipulating the number. When users
input a number it is automatically placed on the stack. The ‘stack’ is a temporary
central location for operations that include any numbers. There are signed and
unsigned number in Forth. The MC68HC912 is a 16-bit processor so Forth can handles
number up to 65535 in decimal. The Figure 21 below shows the unsigned number line
representation in Forth.

65535

0
16383

49150

32767

Figure 21 : 16-bit number representation in decimal
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When a number reaches the maximum value 65535, it will return to 0 for the next count. This is
because the stack is only 16 bits wide. The example is as follows; when 2 + 65535, the answer is 1. This
is because the actual result is 65537 as shown in Figure 22 but in binary, the representation of 65537
needs is 17-bits and exceeds the 16 bits microcontroller limit. The number that appears on the stack is
1 because it only takes the 16-bit number from the 17-bit number [21].

Figure 22 : Example of addition in binary

0
16383

-16383

32767
Figure 23 : The signed number representation in decimal

The Figure 23 above shows the signed number representation in decimal. The positive numbers are
located on the right-hand side of the number line while a negative number is on the left side. The
Figure 24 below shows the better representation of signed and unsigned numbers.
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Figure 24 : Unsigned and signed number representation [21]

This causes some problems when implementing the PID controller. When a calculation exceeds the
value of 32767, the stack treats the result as a negative numbers. This should not happen because, in
the controller, positive number delivers more output to the FCE while negative number deliver less
output to the FCE. The sudden change from the positive to negative values can cause the FCE to
fluctuate and make the system become unstable.
The solution is to limit the calculation of the PID equation. This can be done by limiting the number to
the respective side when the number reaches the negative line number. There is the middle divider
that separates the negative value into two parts as shown in Figure 25. When the value of the PID has
been calculated and the results are in between the red region as shown on the Figure 25, the number
will be changed back to 32767. When the number is in between the blue region, the number will be
changed to zero. This method prevents the sudden change that changed due to the transition of the
positive to the negative number.

0

16383

-16383

32767
Figure 25 : Negative regions and their respecting limiting value
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3.4 Tuning
While designing a controller, tuning is one of the important aspects that needs to executed correctly to
ensure the closed-loop system can perform according to the desired objective. This tuning process
includes the adjustment of the parameters of the controller between proportional, integral and
derivate values. There are a few methods in acquiring the specific combination of the value of the
parameter that meets the desired performance of the controller. The methods of the tuning can be
categorized into two basic categories: tuning with a process model and without a process model. In
this project, tuning with process model is used because the process model can be obtained from the
project itself. The tuning without the process model usually used when the project is not yet developed
and the controller needs to be designed first because of time constraint.

3.4.1 Controller Tuning using Relay Tuning Method
This method does not require a model in order to tune a controller. There are few situations where
there is no need to obtain a process model because the system is too simple. There is also another
condition that prevents the development of the process model even though the process model is
required to tune the controller.
In this method, a simple relay controller is needed to find the ultimate gain and the ultimate period.
This values later can be used to find the values of the parameter of the PID. Ultimate gain also is known
as 𝐾𝑐𝑢 and the ultimate period also known as 𝑃𝑢 . This values represent as the stability margin for the
controller. The relay controller usually involves only a simple on-off controller. The diagram of the basic
control setup is as Figure 26.

Set Point,SP
Relay Controller

u,
Controller
Output

Process (PingPong Apparatus)

y,
Level of the PingPong Ball

Figure 26: The block diagram of the basic relay controller [20]

The formula to derive the 𝐾𝑐𝑢 and 𝑃𝑢 are as below:

4ℎ

𝐾𝑐𝑢 = 𝜋𝐴
The results obtained after applying the relay controller to the system are shown in the Figure 27. From
this graph, we can see that the relay controller input is the orange coloured line. The blue coloured line
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is represented as the output of the system that is level of the ball. The behaviour of the output is
considered as normal and the value of 𝐾𝑐𝑢 can be derived from using the given formula above (Kcu =
4h/πA). The value of 2h is the height of the relay controller on and off state. It is shown on the graph
as the difference of the high level and the low level of the input. In this system, it is represented as the
motor speed in percent. The value of h is equal to 70 then divided with 2 to get the value of h is 45. The
value of A represent the output amplitude of the system. From the graph, the value of 2A is 20 and
divide by 2 to get the value of h, (10). The value of 𝐾𝑐𝑢 is 5.729. The value of 𝑃𝑢 can be directly

Level of the Ping-Pong ball (%) and PWM Output (%)

obtained from the graph. The value of 𝑃𝑢 is 5.

Relay Tuning Graph
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Figure 27: Relay Tuning Result 1

The 𝐾𝑐𝑢 and 𝑃𝑢 value then used to obtain the PID parameter. This can be achieved by using the famous
Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules as shown in Table 6. Each of the controller types has different tuning rule
values. The controller type including P, PI and PID. The combination of PD cannot be seen as it is not as
practical as other controller type and not as popular as another controller type. The Ziegler-Nichols
tuning parameter is usually used for the relay tuning method that doesn’t require an approximate
model of the actual system.
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Table 6: Zeigler-Nichols controller tuning parameter [21]

Controller Type

𝑲𝒄

𝝉𝑰

𝝉𝑫

P

0.5 𝐾𝑐𝑢

-

-

PI

0.45 𝐾𝑐𝑢

-

PID

0.6 𝐾𝑐𝑢

𝑃𝑢
1.2
𝑃𝑢
2

𝑃𝑢
8

Based on the Table 6, the PID parameter can be obtained when the value of 𝐾𝑐𝑢 and 𝑃𝑢 is available.
The value of 𝐾𝑐𝑢 and 𝑃𝑢 are as shown in Table 7:
Table 7: Kcu and Pu values

Result Tuning
𝑲𝒄𝒖

𝑃𝑢

5.729

5

𝐾𝑐𝑢 and 𝑃𝑢 value need to be applied to the Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules to obtain the values of the PID
parameter before feeding the values into the PID equation as described above. After applying the 𝐾𝑐𝑢
and 𝑃𝑢 values into the tuning rules, the result is shown in the Error! Reference source not found. The
values that are acquired below then feed into the velocity-form of digital PID controller in Equation 8.
Table 8: PID parameters using Ziegler-Nichols Tuning Rules from Relay-Tuning Method

Tuning Method ZN
P only

P and I

PID

P

P

I

P

I

D

2.8645

2.57805

4.166667

3.4374

2.5

0.625

3.4.2 Controller Tuning using Approximate Process Model
An approximate model of a system can be used to tune a controller. There are a few requirements for
obtaining an approximate model from a system. An approximate model is usually developed by using a
rough estimation of the system using a few parameters. The approximate model has the form of the
first order with a time delay transfer function. Many high order systems can be represented as the first
order plus time delay (FOPTD) transfer function [21].
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Equation 9: First order plus time delay transfer function [21]

The transfer function as shown in Equation 9 above has only three parameters; K (gain), 𝑒 −𝑎𝑠 (time
delay) and 𝜏 (time constant). This parameter is not a perfect identification of the process reaction
curve but the approximation produced of this transfer function is enough for the sole purpose of
tuning a controller. There are many ways to acquire the approximate model from a system. The
popular and simple way is the open-loop step response data[21]. This method required a step change
from the input signal and measures the data of the output signal. The measured output signal behaves
accordingly to the step change and this measured output is called the process reaction curve. This can
be done by make the system as an open loop by disconnecting the controller form the system. Then
implement a step change by using a final control element; in this case, it is the motor and measure the
output level of the ping-pong ball. After obtaining the process reaction curve, the next step is to define
the approximate parameters that represent the system in the form of the first order with a time delay
transfer function. When the transfer function has been developed, the parameters from the transfer
function will be used in a suitable tuning rule to obtain the PID parameter values. The PID parameter
values then used in the velocity-form of the digital controller.
The process reaction curve of the ping-pong apparatus model is shown in the Figure 28 below.
The process rises immediately after a step change introduced into the system. This has led to the small
value of time delay in the transfer function of the approximate model. The gain also can be predicted
easily as the amplitude of the step-input and the highest value of the output are exactly the same.
Therefore, the gain value will be 1.
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Approx. Model Ping Pong Apparatus Graph
Level of the Ping-Pong ball (%) and PWM
Output(%)
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Figure 28 : Approximate model of the ping-pong apparatus

MATLAB is a powerful tool for dealing with the transfer function. It also included a tool called ‘System
Identification’ that can derive an approximate model from a system. The ‘System Identification’ tool
just needs data of the input step change of the input and the output response of the system before it
can calculate the best fit of the approximate model for the system. It also can be set to do the
approximate model in a various type of transfer function. The required transfer function needed to
tune a controller is the first-order system plus time delay. Therefore, in this case, this tool needs to be
set to produce the approximate model in the form of FOTD transfer function. The step to obtain an
approximate model using MATLAB tool is to import the data of the process reaction curve and the step
change into the MATLAB workspace. When the necessary data is imported into the MATLAB
workspace, the ident tool can be executed by typing the “ident” in the command window. There will
be a popup window and data need to be imported from the workspace into this “ident” window. When
the data is imported into the ident popup window, the will be choice of the transfer function that can
be selected before this tool estimate the approximate model that fit the system. The first order with
time delay transfer function should be selected and after that, the “estimate” button needs to be
clicked to produce the approximate model of this system.
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Figure 29 : The approximate model produced by the MATLAB Ident

Figure 29 shows the model produced by the MATLAB tool. Both of the process reaction curves are the
same ping-pong ball apparatus system. The approximate model produced shows normal value in term
of gain and the time delay. There should be no problem with these two parameters. The time constant
is the ultimate output value divided by the slope of the process reaction curve. The faster the reaction
of the curve, the higher value of the slope thus decreasing the value of the time constant. In this
system, the final control element is the 12 VDC motor that rotates a fan driven by the signal from the
microcontroller. The microcontroller has been coded to output PWM that act as the analog signal to
drive the motor. This microcontroller uses an output compare method to produce the PWM signal and
there are some limitations that will be discussed further in the “Problem Encountered and Counter
Measures” section. This limitation means the PWM signal is not as smooth as the output of the normal
analog signal and behaves like a digital signal. This issue affects the performance of the motor as it
cannot maintain its consistency.

Table 9: The parameter values of the approximate model

K

tau

Time delay

1.0247

1.4284

0.5353

These parameter values shown on Table 9 need to be applied to the suitable tuning rules to obtain the
values of the PID parameters values. There are some tuning rules that suitable for an approximate
model methods such as Ziegler-Nichols, Cohen-Coon, ITAE and IMC. These tuning rules gives a different
result on the PID controller performance. Ziegler-Nichols and Cohen-Coon have nearly identical result
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with the aggressive response of the controller while IMC and ITAE both have look-alike result with
more stable controller response. Even though the Ziegler-Nichols has an aggressive response, it still
serves its purpose and the formula is much simpler than other tuning rules. The Figure 30 shows tuning
rules of the Ziegler-Nichols and Table 10 shows the PID parameter values obtained from the
approximate model method.

Figure 30 : Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning rules
Table 10: PID parameters using Ziegler-Nichols Tuning Rules from Approximate Model

Tuning Method ZN
P only

P and I

PID

P

P

I

P

I

D

2.605549

2.344995

1.78155

3.126659

1.07

0.2675
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3.4 Result and Discussion
3.4.1 On and Off Control
The result of this project depends on the capability of the controller to manipulate the final control
element to produce the desired output. A fine controller tuning leads to a stable output and less
oscillation occurs during the control process. Some of the results that have been measured have been
shown below with some explanation and description on the behaviour of the output.

40
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41
51
61
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81
91
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161
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Level of the Ping-Pong ball (%) and
Setpoint of the Processt(%)

ON and OFF Control

Time(s)
Level of the Ping-Pong Ball (%)

Setpoint (%)

Figure 31: The ON-OFF control

Figure 31 shows the level of the ping-pong ball during control process. The on and off type control
method has been applied to the controller to see the performance of the controller. The controller
behaves normally and manages to control the level without having too many overshoots the set-point
value. This shows that the controller is responding to the input changes and able to send an
appropriate signal to the motor. The overshoot values are between +5% and -5% from the setpoint.
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Figure 32 : The ON-OFF Control improved

Figure 32 shows the on and off controller with improved performance. There are a few tweaks that
have been done to the programming section of the microcontroller. The power of the motor has been
reduced to a certain level to reduce the value of overshoot to a minimum level. Based on the Figure 32,
less overshoot occurs when the level of the ping-pong ball starts to drop below the set point. The
motor manages to supply enough pressure when the sensor picks up the values lower than the set
point. Even though this on and off has seen improved performance, this type of controller cannot
surpass the performance of PID controller.

3.4.2 PID Control
The PID control has better performance when compared to the on and off control. In terms of
complexity, the PID has much more complexity than the on-off controller. There are also many other
parameters that need to acquire before the PID controller can be applied to the system. The steps to
obtain the values of the parameters has been discussed in Section 3.4: Tuning. This section will discuss
the performance of the controller and its performance in general.
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Figure 33 : PID control of the ping-pong apparatus

Figure 33 shows the behaviour of the output after the PID control was applied to the system. The
output motor has been fluctuating aggressively and the level of the ping-pong ball does not follow the
desired set point. This result is an example of a bad tuning and some error in the programming of the
microcontroller. There is no evidence process control has happen during this session.
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Figure 34 : PID Control of the ping-pong apparatus third

After a few inspections on the PID controller, it was concluded that the code of the PID controller was
not completely finished. There is some misinterpretation between the PID equation and the Forth
language. There are a few modifications to the programming section has been done and the result is as
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shown in the Figure 34. The motor seems to behave much better compared to the previous PID control
test. The level of the ping-pong ball revolves around the set point but with aggressive overshoots.
Figure 34 shows better improvement from the previous PID control test. Even though the PID control
has improved, it is still far from its objectives. This controller needs a better tuning procedure to give a
better result.
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Figure 35 : PID Control of the ping-pong ball apparatus third

Figure 35 is the final result of the PID control. The microcontroller finally manages to make the system
stable and without much oscillation. The level of the ping pong ball slowly reaches the setpoint and
revolves around it. If there was more time, some changes could be made to eliminate the oscillation
and increase the decrease the time needed for the ball to reach the setpoint.[22]

3.4.3 Problem Encountered and Solutions
During this project, many issues appeared that caused problems to the progress of this project. These
problems happen either by human mistakes or hardware faults.


Ultrasonic sensor does not give any value back to the microcontroller
o

There a few issues that lead to this problem. The microcontroller needs a pull-up
resistor to amplify the signal from the ultrasonic sensor back to the microcontroller.
Even though the MC68HC912 board already equipped with the pull-up resistor
capability at the PORT T, the usage of the octal buffer at the board remove the
capability completely. A 10-kilo-ohm resistor is connected from the 5V supply to the
input signal of the microcontroller and the output of the ultrasonic sensor. The
placement position of the sensor also leads to this problem. There is a small metal bar
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that prevents the ball from falling inside the box when there is no pressure inside the
tube. This metal bar need to be aligned perfectly with the sensor to make sure the
sensor can pick up the distance of the ping-pong ball without intervening with the
metal bar.


The ultrasonic sensor suddenly returned the value of 0
o

While taking measurements of the level of the ping-pong ball, the ultrasonic sensor
suddenly showed the value of zero. This problem was solved by using the previous
value and changes it with the zero value. This solution, unfortunately, is temporary
before the actual solution can be found. The actual problem was caused by the
connection of the ultrasonic sensor ground that was connected to the wrong terminal.



RAM (random access memory) at the processor corrupt
o

The connection cannot be established between the microcontroller and the host
(computer). There is a popup that appears when the connection wants to be
established. The popup gives a selection of the connection port that available on the
computer and when any of the port chosen, the popup still appears indicating no
connection has been established. Then, a memory check was done to the RAM of the
microcontroller. The RAM was taken out and cleaned by using a small brush to remove
any dust that might cause the connection problem. The problem still occurred even
after the cleaning process of the RAM. The final solution was to change the RAM with
the functioning RAM from other NMIS board.



Power supply cable does not supply enough current
o

The power cable that matches the input port for the 12 V supply does not supply
enough current for the motor to start running. Even though the supplied voltage is
enough, 12 V but the motor does not start spinning. Another power supply cable with
adapter was used instead of the old power supply cable.



Motor suddenly not functioning
o

The 12V DC motor that used to rotate the fan suddenly stopped working. The
microcontroller sends the highest value of the PWM signal but the motor does not
spin. The power supply has been checked and it gives enough power to the motor. The
circuit board of the MOSFET checked and found the problem that causes the motor
stop working. The resistor feet between the motor and the MOSFET suddenly break
without a known cause. After the resistor has been changed to a new one, the motor
start working again.
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Chapter 4: Large System (Air Levitation Control)
4.1 Design
4.1.1 Diagram

0.25 m

10 m

VSD

Sensor

Figure 36 : Design of the larger system

Figure 36 above shows the draft design of the larger system. It shows the basic design of the system
including the sensor placement, centrifugal fan and the tube height. There will a box that contains the
sensor, an input for the fan output and a hole for the cylinder tube. The fan outputs a stream of air
inside the box and the air will push the ball upward through the cylinder tube. There should be no
opening in the box except for the input for the fan and the output for the tube to make sure there is no
pressure drop inside the box. The length of the box should not be less than the diameter of the tube.
The height of the box is the same as the fan output level so that the fan output can easily fit with the
box input. There will be a mesh wire inside the tube to prevent the ball from coming back into the box
when there is no air pressure inside the box. The diameter of the mesh wire should be around the
diameter of the tube. The fan is then connected to the VSD before being linked to the DAQ Card. The
tube height is 10 meter and it is a long tube with a diameter of only 0.25 meter. This tube cannot be
supported by the box alone and needs another support from the wall. The tube should be placed near
the wall to support its enormous height. There will five sections of the tube with each of the tube
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height will be at two meter. Each of the tubes will be connected by the flanges and the flanges will be
tied into the wall.
Sensor

VSD

Figure 37 : New design of the larger system

The design of this system need to be modified due to some limited resources as shown in Figure 37.
The new centrifugal fan costs a lot and so the centrifugal fan was replaced with the existing axial fan.
The axial fan already has a cover that has the diameter of 27 cm . There is no box in this new design
because the tube can fit directly into the axial fan cover. The sensor position in the box also needed to
be placed in the new position. The sensor can be put on top of the tube so that it still can sense the
distance between the ball and the sensor. The cost of a two-meter long tube also is too high. The tube
planned to be made from Perspex using the extrusion method. The axial fan cannot produce as much
pressure as centrifugal fan. This axial fan is also equipped with single-phase motor. Three phase motor
will replace the single phase motor to produce enough airflow and pressure and to vary the speed of
the motor.
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4.2 Calculation of Forces
This section discuss on how much forces needed to make the ball stay afloat in the air. These
calculations require a few constant parameters such as the mass of ball and density of the air. The ball
mass is 85 gram and it was measured by using digital scale. The diameter of the ball was calculated
using a string of thread that wrapped around the ball. The diameter of the ball is 215 mm. The ball
specifications are available on Appendix J. Figure 38 shows the approximate forces that acting on the
ball when a stream of air applied directly on the surface of the ball.

Force of Air

Force of gravity and drag

Figure 38: Illustration of forces acting on
the ping-pong ball

1. Drag Force
1

𝐹𝑑 = 2 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝐶𝑑 ∗ 𝑣 2 [27]
𝐹𝑑 = Drag force ≈ the weight of the ball, 0.83N
𝑝 = density of air = 1.2

𝑘𝑔
𝑚3

𝐴 = frontal area that act on the ball,

𝜋𝑑 2
4

= 0.036 𝑚2

𝐶𝑑 = drag coefficient ≈ 0.4
𝑣 = velocity of the ball travel upward
0.83 =

1
∗ 1.2 ∗ 0.036 ∗ 0.4 ∗ 𝑣 2
2
𝑣 = 6.90

𝑚
𝑠
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2. Gravity Force
𝐹𝑔 = 𝑚𝑔
𝐹𝑔 = gravity force
𝑚 = mass of the ball, 0.085 𝑘𝑔
𝑔 = gravity acceleration, 9.8

𝑚
𝑠2

𝐹𝑔 = 0.085 ∗ 9.8
= 0.833 𝑁
3. Volumetric flow rate
𝑄 = 𝑣𝐴 [28]
𝑣= Velocity of the ball, 6.90

𝑚
𝑠

𝐴= Surface area of the ball, 4𝜋𝑟 2 = 0.1452 𝑚2

𝑉 = 6.9 ∗ 0.1452
𝑚3
= 1.00188
𝑠

Both of these formulas needs to be added together to get the value force needed for the ball to float in
the air. The sum of both of these forces are 1.66 N. The volumetric flow rate of the ball is 1.00188

𝑚3
𝑠

.
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4.3 Specifications
4.3.1 Motor and Fan
There are many fans available in the industry that can be used for this project. The fan should produce
enough power that it can be used to lift the ball to a certain height. Based on the calculation
requirement, the motor should be able to lift a ball with weight 85 gram and diameter of 215 mm at 10
meters. The ball specifications are available on Appendix J. Their ball will stay in a tube with diameter
around 25 cm.
There are two main types of fan that are widely used in industry, axial and centrifugal fans [23]. Their
primary function is to deliver and transfer a large amount of air or gas to the user desired places. The
basic working principle of a fan is by having a number of blades that rotate to produce a large stream
of air. This fan is driven by a motor connected to the blades by the shaft. The number of blades and
their shape can affect the performance of the fan. Both of the main types of the fan has their own
advantages and disadvantages.
Axial fan
An axial fan is primarily used to transfer a large amount of air with low pressure. The flow of air in the
axial fan is in a linear direction and flows along the axis of the fan. It means the air flows straight
through the fan and there is no change of direction happening in the axial fan [23]. The axial fan has
many types of blades and the common type of blades used to make the fan is the aerofoil blade. The
aerofoil design can be widely seen in the shape of an aeroplane wing. This type of design helps the fan
to produce low noise with high efficiency[24]. The design of the axial fan is as shown in Figure 39. In
the normal axial fan, the air produced by the fan blades usually swirling due to the rotation that
applied to the air when it passing through the impeller. There a few factors that affect the
performance of the axial fan such as the types of the blades and the distance between the end of the
blade with the casing of the fan. The airflow of the axial fan can be reversed if the rotation of the blade
is inverted. Even though the airflow can be reversed, the performance when the airflow is reversed is
not the same as the actual airflow as the axial engineered to flow on one side. In conclusion, an axial
fan is efficient and require low power inputs compared to centrifugal fan.
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Figure 39 : The axial fan basic design[24]

Centrifugal fan
There is another type of fan that is widely used in the industry, the centrifugal fan. The centrifugal fan
has an impeller that is very different to the axial fan. The design of the centrifugal is as shown in Figure
40 below. The impeller is shaped like a disk with blades that are placed perpendicular to the disk. The
air enters the pump axially and the force generated by the rotating impeller causes a centrifugal force
to change the direction of the air by 90 degrees and exit the pump radially. Table 11 show the
comparison between axial and centrifugal fan.

Figure 40 : Impeller of the centrifugal fan [24]
Table 11: Advantages and Disadvantages of axial and centrifugal fan

Axial Fan

Centrifugal Fan

Applications

Low pressure

High pressure

Flow rate

High flow rate

Low flow rate

Power input

Low

High
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The unused fan that is available in Murdoch University and suitable for my thesis is the axial fan
manufactured by the Fantech company. The performance of the fan is as shown in Figure 41. The
specifications of this fan is not available on their official website due to this fan is an old fan and not
used anymore in the industry.
The full specifications of the axial fan can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 41 : The performance curve of the axial fan

The specifications of this axial fan actually do not meet the requirement provided by the calculation.
The volume flow needed to keep the ball floating is around 1
0.27

𝑚3
.
𝑠

The fan air flow speed is around 4

𝑚
𝑠

𝑚3
𝑠

while the fan can only provide around

while the requirements speed is 6.9

𝑚
𝑠

. These values

were discussed on the section 4.2 Calculation of Forces. The fan also uses single phase motor which
means the speed cannot be varied. Some modifications need to be done to produce a better fan that
can meet the requirements of this project. The single phase motor needs to be changed to triple phase
motor to make sure the speed can be varied using a variable speed drive. Figure 42 below shows the
axial fan from the top view. The red motor is the single phase motor that must be changed to triple
phase motor.
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Figure 42 : The axial fan

4.3.2 Sensor
There are a two type of distance sensors that are suitable for application to this project: ultrasonic
sensor and laser sensor. The ultrasonic sensor uses ultrasonic waves to detect the distance between
the object and the sensor. The sensor sends the ultrasonic wave and waits for the bounce of the
ultrasonic wave back to the sensor. The time that is needed for the wave to come back to the sensors
will be converted as distances by using the speed of sound. The laser working principle is nearly the
same as the ultrasonic sensor. The laser sensor using time-of flight method to calculate the distance
between the object and the sensor. The design of this project shows that the tube will be around 10
meters high. The distance that can be covered by both of the sensors must be around 10 meters. Based
on the research, the laser sensor that can detect up to 10 meters can cost start from $400. The table
below shows a few suppliers with different type model of the sensor and their range of the sensors.
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Table 12 : The ultrasonic sensors that can provide up to 10-meter range

Sensor
Type

Brand

Sensor Model

Range

Store

Price
$

Maxbotic

Ultrasonic

DF Robot

MB1220-MB1320

7.5 m

Little Bird

MB1261-MB1361

10.5 m

US Store

HRXL-MaxSonar-WR

10 m

Little Bird

$ 150.00

Core

$

Electronic

99.00

Core

$

Electronic

99.00

URM06-ANALOG Ultrasonic

URM06-PULSE Ultrasonic

10 m

10 m

65.00

Based on Table 12 above, there are four models that can provide the range of sensing up to 10 meters.
The Maxbotic brand has two suitable sensors but the pricing is quite high. The price is much higher
when compared to the DF Robot brand because the design of the sensor is for outdoor use. The
Maxbotic ultrasonic sensor is bulky and rugged in design and also water resistant. That is the reason
why it is costs more than the DF Robot brand. The DF robot brand sensor design is much simpler and
suitable for this project as shown in Figure 43. The size is not too big and can easily fit into the system.
The price is also much lower than the Maxbotic sensor. The specifications of the sensor can be found in
Appendix D.

Figure 43 : The top and bottom view of the ultrasonic sensor [12]
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Figure 44 : Premade code of the ultrasonic sensor

Figure 44 above shows the premade code by the DF Robot supplier for the ultrasonic sensor’s using the
C++ language. This code was made on the Arduino platform. This code was used to test the sensor’s
measuring ability. The #define keyword is used to define the pin that wants to be used on the Arduino
input and output. Inside the first curly bracket is the code to set the pin as output or input and write
the high value to the output pin. The next curly bracket shows the operation of the PWM. There are
comments that explain the code functions in each section. The first section is to generate a pulse to
trigger the ultrasonic sensors. The code alternates the high and low output in a certain amount of time
to produce the necessary pulse. The second section is to read the measured distance from the
ultrasonic sensor in the form of time. The conversion of time to distance is 1 microsecond is equal to 1
millimetre.
4.3.3 VSD
The variable speed driver that will be used is the Commander SE by Control Techniques. This device
varies the speed of the three-phase motor by alternating the frequency of the motor. This type of VSD
can support from 0.25 kW up to 37 kW of power. The specifications can be found in Appendix B.
4.3.4 Controller
NI myDAQ is one of the National Instrument devices that use LabVIEW as the programming language.
This language is a graphical language that is used for data acquisition and data analysis. This type of
language programming increases the productivity of the programmer because of the simplicity and
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user-friendly. It is easier to code in this graphical programming language rather than a conventional
programming language.
The premade program has already been done for this project. Unfortunately, the program cannot be
tested because of the physical system is not completed yet. This programming containing the input,
output and the controller for the system. The controller used in this large system is the PID controller.
The PID controller can be easily programmed using the PID block that available as a subVI in the
system.
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Chapter 5: Summary
5.1 Future Work
This chapter discusses the summary of this project generally. A few modifications and future works
need to be carried out on this project.
1. Complete the design and construction of the system. This system is still in early phases.
The development of this project can be continued in the future with more resources and
time. The design of this system can be improved according to the available resources.
Some of the main component testing and building might require more time because it can
only be operated by a licensed technician.
2. Use appropriate and suitable hardware that can increase the performance of the system.
Many parts of the system are not yet implemented. When the project is to be continued in
the future, choose better equipment and instruments that can increase the performance
of this system.
3. Rotate the output of the fan to different angle. When this project completed, the fan
output can be changed to a certain angle to see the different result of this system. The ball
might float slower or faster. Bernoulli's theory is a very important theory in this system.
4. Apply different control methods. Another type of control method also can be applied to
the system such as GMC or fuzzy logic. Does the complexity of the control method can
increase the performance of the controller? This data analysing can be done in the future
to see which of the controllers available is the best to be implemented in the system.

5.2 Conclusion
This project can be considered as difficult one because of the need to build it from the scratch and
there is not enough information and resources available. The parts that are available such as motor do
not meet the requirements needed. Many modifications need to be done to some of the parts of the
system. The motor of the fan needs to be changed and the transparent tube needs to be extruded
from a Perspex plank. The budget constraint also plays an important part on why the system is still in
development. Nevertheless, most of the objectives were completed.
The small system is already running again and manages to be controlled using the MC68HC912
microcontroller. The system is stable but it can perform better using other types of controller. There
are few things that are limited to MC68HC912 microcontroller such as when implementing the PID
equation into the SwiftX environment. There are no floating point calculations in the system and the
positive and negative number system in the stored in the stack gives trouble to the output of the
microcontroller. In the end, it has been solved with the help of Associate Professor Graeme Cole and
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the system is running again. The wiring of this system also has been checked and it is all working
perfectly.
This project has helped my understanding of Forth programming language and increased my time
management skill. It also taught me to communicate better and helped me with my analysing and
troubleshooting skills.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Axial fan specification

Figure 45 : The specifications of the axial fan
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Appendix B – VSD specifications

Figure 46 : The specifications of the Variable Speed Drive [25]

Appendix C – Octal buffer logic circuit

Figure 47 : The logic circuit of the octal buffer [17]
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Appendix D – Ultrasonic Sensor specifications

Peak

Figure 48 : The specifications of the ultrasonic sensor [12]
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Appendix E – MC68HC912 Block Diagram

Figure 49 : Block Diagram of MC68HC912 [19]
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Appendix F – MC68HC912 Port P Register

Figure 50: Port P Register [19]
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Appendix G - Manual
How to operate the Ping Pong Ball Apparatus?
1. Power up the apparatus. This apparatus uses 12 V DC to power up and it has a power adapter
that connected to the back of this apparatus. Make sure the power adapter is connected to the
power port.
2. The interface that used to display the set point is Swift X Environment. Any changes to the set
point can be done in the Swift X Environment.
3. Change the set point to any desired number. The ball should level itself to the desired point
that has been changed in set point.

5 VDC
IN

LED and Switch
OUT

GND

8.5 VDC
IN

Solenoid
OUT

12 VDC
GND

Drain
Gate

M

Source

Drain
Gate
Source

10 kΩ
5V
microcontroller

10 kΩ
5V
microcontroller

Figure 51 : The circuit diagram of the small system
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Appendix H – Input Capture and Output Compare Register

Figure 52: Port T IC and OC Register [19]
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Appendix I – NMIS/L-0012 Board Specifications

Figure 53: NMIS/L-0012 Board Specifications [26]
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Appendix J – Ball Specifications

Figure 54: The ball that was used for the large system
Table 13: Specifications of the ball

Specifications
Weight
Diameter

Values
0.85 g
215 mm
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\ MAIN CODE
\ Setup all the registers for PWM on TC3, IC on TC4 for Echo and OC on TC0 for Trigger
: Setup ( -- )
$2a tmsk2 c!
$80 tctl1 c!
$82 tctl2 c!
$89 tios c!
$9 oc7m c!
$9 oc7d c!
$1 tctl3 c!
$ffff tc7h !
$7fff tc3h !
$8000 tc0h !
$80 tscr c!
$ff ddrp c!
$8 portp c! ;
: pwm 0 max 100 min #286 * #36935 + tc3h ! ;
\ -----------------------------------------------------\ Following code uses the PREVIOUS TC4 reading if the current TC4 reading is zero
\ and leaves the result in READING
\ Thus all High level routines should use READING not TC4

VARIABLE READING
VARIABLE PREVIOUS
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LABEL <CHECK>
TC4H LDD
0= IF PREVIOUS LDD
ELSE READING LDX PREVIOUS STX \ If non-zero save READING as PREVIOUS
THEN
READING STD \ D reg was left with PREVIUOUS or TC4
$10 # LDAA TFLG1 STAA
RTI
END-CODE
: CheckingOn
<CHECK> V-TIMER4 EXCEPTION \ Installs the ISR
$10 TMSK1 BYTESET

\ Activates the interrupt ;

: CheckingOff ( -- ) $10 TMSK1 BYTECLEAR ;
\ TESTING AND DEBUGGING---------------------------------------------------------------------\ Display the reading and the TC4 for testing/debugging
: many begin tc4h @ previous @ reading @ . . . 100 ms cr key? until ;
\ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PID programming ---------------------------------------------------------------------------variable x
variable y
variable z
variable sim
variable sim1
variable yk
variable yk1
variable yk2
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variable er7
variable er7current
variable er7previous

: tryk2 0 = if yk1 @ sim ! else sim @ yk2 ! then ;
: reseto 1 = if 0 sim1 ! else 1 sim1 ! then ;
: check 0 = if y c@ z c! ." success " z c@ dup . else x c@ z c! ." fail " z c@ dup . then ;
: test tc4h c@ x c! yk @ yk1 ! 100 ms tc4h c@ y c! 100 ms x c@ check yk ! sim1 @ tryk2 sim1 @ reseto ;
: outputrange 0 max 16385 min 163 / ; \ ------percent range after converting from the floating point
value
: newoutputrange reading @ 5143 - 241 / ; \ -------the percent range for the tc4h value

\ TESTING AND DEBUGGING---------------------------------------------------------------\ Display the sensor reading for testing/debugging
: little begin test 100 ms cr key? until ;
\ Display the value of YK , YK1 and YK2 for testing and debugging
: outputvalue 10 0 do yk @ yk1 @ yk2 @ . . . 100 ms cr loop ;
\ On/Off control for testing/debugging
: relay newoutputrange dup . 50 > if 40 pwm ." reducing " else 80 pwm ." increasing " then ;
: relaytest begin relay 100 ms cr key? until ;
\ PID variable
variable sp
variable kv
variable kc
variable ti
variable td
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variable dt
variable ek
variable ek1
variable ek2
variable er
variable er2
variable er3
variable er4
variable er5
variable er6
100 constant lim
: err lim sp @ yk @ - * f ek ! ;
: err1 lim sp @ yk1 @ - * f ek1 ! ;
: err2 lim sp @ yk2 @ - * f ek2 ! ;
: errmin ek @ ek1 @ - er ! ;
: errmin2 ek @ dt @ ti @ */ er2 ! ;
: errmin6 lim ek2 @ ek @ 2 ek1 @ * - + * td @ dt @ */ er6 ! ;
: errmin7 er @ er2 @ er6 @ + + kc @ *. er7 ! ;
: deltauori err err1 err2 errmin errmin2 errmin6 errmin7 er7 @ 100 * dup er7 ! .f ; \ ---> need to
multiply by 100 because of the floating point
: uk er7 @ er7previous @ + er7current ! ; \ ---> uk = uk-1 + deltau
: deltatest er7current @ er7previous ! test deltauori uk er7current @ dup .f outputrange dup . pwm cr
;
: pid begin deltatest key? until ;
\ Turn Motor or Sensor On/Off
: motoron 8 oc7d byteset ;
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: motoroff 8 oc7d byteclear ;
: sensoron 1 oc7d byteset ;
: sensoroff 1 oc7d byteclear ;
\ INITIALISATION ----------------------------------------------------------\ Intialise Variables
: InitVars ( -- )
0 sim1 !
50 sp !
132 f kc !
167 f ti !
250 f dt !
0 td !
0 er7current ! ;
\ Initialise everything
: Initialise ( -- )
InitVars
Setup
CheckingOn ;
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